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YOUR SET INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

Visit our website: www.nsi-int.com

Conforms to ASTM D-4236
Ages 5 and up

Crystal
Bead JewelryTM

No. 1888-08-A

Dear Customer,
We hope you enjoy our Crystal Bead Jewelry™ set. If you find that we have made an error or 
if something is missing or damaged, let us know so that we can correct the problem for you. 
Please include the following:

Do not return the kit to the store where you purchased it, they will not have the replacement parts!
Send all correspondence to: NSI International, Inc.
         105 Price Parkway 
         Farmingdale, NY 11735-1318         
                                             Attn: Quality Control Department

Nylon Thread

Clasps

Elastic Cord

Workstation
Use this workstation to organize 

and store your beads

 
Assorted Faceted 

Crystal Beads

 
Assorted Seed Beads
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• Name of item
• Model number

• Date of Purchase
• Place of Purchase

• Purchase Price (please include sales slip)
• Brief description of the problem

 STRETCHY BRACELETS

1. Using the ruler on page 1, measure about 10" (25 cm) of elastic cord for 
    each bracelet. Adult supervision is recommended when cutting the cord.

2. Tie a knot at one end of the cord. String enough beads 
    onto the cord to fit loosely around your wrist. 

    

These single strand bracelets are easy to make and lots of fun to wear. Any color or size 
bead can be used, and the elastic cord stretches on and off your wrist without a clasp. 

Create a whole cluster of these colorful bracelets to wear at one time!

3. Center the strand of beads on the cord. 
    Tie the two ends together with a secure double knot. 
    Cut off the excess cord after the knot. 
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BEADED RING

2. Follow steps 2-6 of the WIDE LOOP BRACELET
and create one row of eight loops.

 Check the ring for size by wrapping the row of 
 loops around your finger. You want it to fit snugly 
 around your finger. One more loop of beads will  
 be added to this row when you close up the ring, 
 making the ring bigger than it is now. 

 Important: If you need to adjust the size by adding 
 or removing a loop, do it now before proceeding 
 with step 3.

3. Follow steps 7-8 of the WIDE LOOP BRACELET
 and create a second row for the ring. Repeat step
 8 of the bracelet to add all the rest of the loops
 for this row of the ring.

4. Circle the rows of beads
 around.

5. Add two beads. Bring the
 thread through bead 1 on
 the other end of the ring.

1. Measure and cut about 30" (77 cm) of nylon thread. 

Create a matching ring to wear with your wide loop bracelet! 
Weave two rows of loops to make this ring, using the same faceted beads that you chose for the bracelet.

6. Add two beads. Bring the
 thread through beads 1 
 and 2 on the other side.

7. Add two final beads. Bring 
 the thread through beads 1 
 and 2 on the other side. Tie 
 a secure double knot and cut
 off the excess thread.

FLOWER BRACELET

2. Slide one purple bead,
 one green bead, and one 
 purple bead onto the 
 middle of the thread.

5. Add one green bead and one 
 purple bead on the left thread. 
 Bring the thread through purple
 bead 1, new green bead 2 and 
 new purple bead 3.

6. Add one green bead and one 
 purple bead on the right thread.
 Bring the thread through purple
 bead 1, new green bead 2 and
 new purple bead 3.

4. Bring the right end of the thread 
 through the other purple bead. 
 At this point, check that the group 
 of beads is centered on the thread. 
 If not, slide it along the thread to 
 center it.

7. Add one purple bead and
 one green bead on the left 
 thread. Bring the thread 
 through purple bead 1 and 
 new purple bead 2.
 

3. Bring the left end of 
 the thread through 
 purple bead 1. 

1. Measure and cut 80" (204 cm) of nylon thread. 
purple

crystal bead
green

crystal bead

Color Guide 

This color guide is just a suggestion for one flower color combination. You can alternate other color 
beads with the purple, making each flower a different color.

8. Add one purple bead and
 one green bead on the 
 right thread. Bring the
 thread through purple bead 
 1 and new purple bead 2.

9. Add one green bead on
 the left thread. Bring the
 thread through purple 
 beads 1 and 2, and new 
 green bead 3.

10. Bring the right thread
 through green bead 1.

11. Add two purple beads on the
 left thread to begin a new flower.
 

12. Bring the right thread through 
 purple beads 1 and 2.

14. Repeat steps 11-12 and steps 5-10 for each flower of the bracelet. Make enough lowers to fit loosely around your wrist (about 12 flowers). 
 After the last flower, tie both ends of thread to one half of a clasp. Cut off the excess thread. On the other side of the bracelet, bring a piece 
 of excess thread through the last green bead and tie it to the other half of the clasp.

13. Repeat steps 5-10
 to complete this new
 flower. 

Weave crystal beads into a chain of colorful flowers!
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10. When you get to the next to last 
 loop of the row, add three beads.
 Bring the thread through bead 1
 of the last loop, beads 2 and 3 of 
 the last loop, and new bead 4. 

Note: If your thread runs short 
during the weaving, tie another piece 
of thread onto the short end. Continue 
weaving the beads as before—the 
new beads will slide over and hide 
the knot.

11. Add three beads for the last loop of
 the row. Bring the thread through 
 beads 1 and 2 of the first row, and
 bead 3 of the last loop. 

12. Flip the weaving over (from left to 
 right) so that the thread is coming 
 out of the bottom of the right side. 
 See above. Repeat steps 7-11 and

add a third row to the bracelet. 

13. After the last loop of the third row, tie a secure double knot and cut off the 
 excess thread. Bring a small piece of excess thread through the middle bead
 of one end of the bracelet. Tie both ends of the thread to one half of the clasp.
 Bring another piece of thread through the middle bead on the other end of the
 bracelet and tie both ends to the other half of the clasp.
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WIDE LOOP BRACELET 

2. Slide six faceted crystal 
 beads onto the thread.

3. Circle the thread around 
 and tie a secure double 
 knot to create a ring of 
 beads.

1. Start with about 60" (153 cm) of nylon thread. Additional 
 thread will have to be added on as you complete the bracelet. 

Weave a wider crystal bead bracelet with three rows of loops. The clasp is added on after the weaving is complete.
Create your own colorful design using various colors of crystal faceted beads.

4. Add five more beads. 
 Bring the thread through
 bead 1 of the ring, and 
 through new beads 2 
 and 3.
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5. Continue to repeat step 4 
 and add enough loops to fit 
 easily around your wrist. 
 You will probably need 
 about 19-20 loops.
 

6. When you get to the last loop of 
 the row, bring the thread through 
 bead 1 of the last loop only.
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7. To begin the next row,
 add four beads. Bring
 the thread through
 beads 1, 2, 3 and 4 of
 the last row.

1234

8. Add three beads. Bring the thread through bead 
 1 of the last loop, and beads 2, 3, 4 and 5.

9. Repeat step 8 and continue to add more loops
 to this row of the bracelet. Stop just before the
 next to last loop of the row. Proceed to steps 10
 and 11 to complete the row.
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TRIPLE STRAND CHOKER

1. Using the ruler on page 1, measure 20" (50 cm) of nylon 
 thread for each strand of the choker. With adult supervision, 
 cut three strands of nylon thread at that length.

2. Tie all three pieces of nylon thread together at one end 
 with a secure double knot. 

4. Insert the loose ends of the strands into the barrel 
 end of the clasp. 

3. Pull apart the two halves of the clasp. 

6. String an equal number of beads on each strand 
 of the choker. Make each strand a different color,
 or create a pattern on each strand by alternating
 2 or more colors of beads.
 

7. After all three strands of beads are
 complete, hold the clasp between 
 the fingers of one hand, and twist 
 the ends of all the strands together 
 with your other hand, creating a 
 twisted rope design.

8. Without letting the strands untwist,
 fit the 3 ends of thread into the cap 
 of the clasp. Tie the thread to the 
 clasp and cut off the excess thread. 
 To close your choker, snap the two 
 halves of the clasp together.

5. Slide the clasp over all three strands towards the knot. 
 Slide the clasp over the knot as well. The knot should fit 
 inside the barrel of the clasp, but not come through the 
 smaller hole on the outside of the clasp. Tug gently on 
 the strands to make sure that the knot will hold.

 Note: If the knot is too small, it will slip out of  the clasp. 
 Make the knot larger by tying another knot on top of the 
 first knot. 

Use nylon thread to create three single strands of beads for this choker.
The beaded strands are twisted together and attached at the ends with a clasp.

cap barrel

LOOP BRACELET

2. Slide three clear beads, two red 
 beads and three clear beads onto
 the thread.

3. Bring the end of the thread back
 through the first three clear beads.

1. Using the ruler on page 1, measure 55" (140 cm) of nylon thread. Adult 
 supervision is recommended when cutting the thread. Tie a knot at one end 
 of the thread and attach it to the barrel end of the clasp. Refer to page 2, 
 TRIPLE STRAND CHOKER, for instructions on how to attach the clasp. 

This bracelet is made with loops of faceted crystal beads.
Make a colorful pattern with 2 or more colors of beads. (Red and clear beads are shown here.)

red
crystal bead

clear
crystal bead

Color Guide 
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4. Add two red beads, two clear beads
 and two red beads. Bring the thread 
 through red beads 1 and 2 of the 
 last loop, and new red beads 3 and 4.
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5. Add two clear beads, two red beads
 and two clear beads. Bring the thread 
 through clear beads 1 and 2 of the 
 last loop, and new clear beads 3 and 4.

6. Continue to alternate steps 4 and 5, adding more loops of red and clear 
 beads. Create enough loops to fit easily around your wrist (about 20 loops).
 After the last loop, bring the thread through bead 1 as shown above, then
 tie the end of the thread to the cap of the clasp.
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bead 1


